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CLASSES OF FUZZY MEASURES AND DISTORTION 
tuBICA VALÁŠKOVA AND PETER STRUK 
Distortion of fuzzy measures is discussed. A special attention is paid to the preservation 
of submodularity and supermodularity, belief and plausibility. Full characterization of 
distortion functions preserving the mentioned properties of fuzzy measures is given. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
For applications, several distinguished classes of fuzzy measures are important. We 
list some of them in the next definitions for the sake of selfcontainedness, though 
these well known properties can be found, e.g., in [4, 7, 11]. 
Definition 1. Let X = { 1 , . . .,n},n G N, be a fixed universe (set of criteria). A 
mapping m : P(X) -> [0,1] is called a fuzzy measure whenever m(0) = 0, m(X) = 1 
and for all A C B C X it holds m(A) < m(B). 
Distinguished classes of fuzzy measures are determined by their respective prop-
erties. 
Definition 2. A fuzzy measure m on X is called: 
1. Subadditive (submeasure) whenever 
VA, B e P(X), m(A\jB) < m(A) + m(B), 
2. Superadditive (supermeasure) whenever 
V i , B E P(X), A fl B = 0, m(A UB)> m(A) + m(B), 
3. Submodular whenever 
V A , B G P(X), m(A UB)+ m(A CiB)< m(A) + m(B), 
4. Supermodular whenever 
V.A, B e P(X), m(A UB) + m(A HB)> m(A) + m(-5), 
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5. Belief whenever 
n n 
m(i4iU---Uiln) > ^m(Ai)-Y^rn(AinAj) + ' - + (-l)
n+lm(A1n .. .nAn) 
i = l i<j 
for arbitrary n € N and A1,..., An G P(X), 
6. Plausibility whenever 
n n 
m(i4in---n_4„) < ^ m ( A i ) - ^ m ( A i U ^ T ' ' - + ( - l )
n + M - 4 i U . . . U 4 ) 
i = l i<j 
for arbitrary n G IV and A x , . . . , An G -P(X), 
7. Possibility whenever 
V A, 5 G P(X) , m(_4 UB) = m(,4) V m(B), 
8. Necessity whenever 
V . 4 , B G P(X) , m(_4 n B ) = m(A) A m(B). 
Observe that if a fuzzy measure is both submodular and supermodular, it is 
modular and thus a probability measure on X. For more details about the above 
properties (classes) of fuzzy measures we recommend [7, 8, 11]. Note also that the 
relationship of above properties is discussed in [10]. 
Evidently, each belief is supermodular and each supermodular fuzzy measure is 
also superadditive. Similarly, each plausibility is submodular, and each submod-
ular fuzzy measure is subadditive. Moreover, possibility measures are also plausi-
bility measures and necessity measures are also belief measures. If we denote by 
Mi(X), i = 1 , . . . , 8 the classes of all fuzzy measures on X possessing the property 
(i), by Pr(X) the class of all probability measures and by D(X) the class of all 
Dirac measures on X, then 
Ms(X) C M5(X) C M4(X) C M2(X), 
M7(X) C M6(X) C M3(X) C Mi(X), 
M8(X) n M7(X) = MS(X) n M6(X) = M7(X) n Mb(X) = D(X), 
Mb(X) n M6(X) = M3(X) n M4(X) = Pr(X). 
Some of the above properties are dual one to another. 
Definition 3. Let m be a fuzzy measure on X. Its dual fuzzy measure md is given 
by md(A) = 1 - m(Ac), A G P(X). 
Now, it is evident that (md)d = m and that m is a submodular measure if and 
only if md is a supermodular measure. Similarly, m is a belief measure if and only 
if md is a plausibility measure and m is a possibility measure if and only if md is a 
necessity measure. However, the subadditivity and the superadditivity are not more 
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dual properties, i.e., a dual md of a subadditive fuzzy measure m need not be a 
superadditive measure and vice-versa. In this context observe that the participation 
property m(A) + m(Ac) = 1 for all A G P(X) discussed in [10] is just the selfduality, 
i.e., m i s a participation measure if and only if m = md. 
The aim of this contribution is a discussion of distortions preserving the above 
mentioned properties. Namely, let / : [0,1] -> [0,1] be a non-decreasing function 
with /(0) = 0 , / ( l ) = 1. The class of all such functions will be denoted by F . We 
are interested under which conditions on / it holds: If a fuzzy measure m has one 
of properties from Definition 2 then also f(m) has this property, independently on 
the universe X. 
Note that the problem is well formulated as far as under the above requirements, 
f(m) is well defined fuzzy measure. Note also that till now, only some partial solu-
tions of our problem were given, compare for example [3]. Especially, convex combi-
nations preserve any of the above properties. Moreover, because of preservation of 
non-strict inequalities by limits, we have the following result. 
Lemma 1. Let F;, i = 1,...,8 be the class of all non-decreasing functions / : 
[0,1] -* [0,1], /(0) = 0, / ( l ) = 1, such that for any X and any m G M{(X) also 
f(m) G Mi(X). Then each F* is a closed convex subset of [0, l]1 0 '1 ' . 
Recall that the composition of functions makes F a semigroup and then each F; 
is a subsemigroup of F , i. e., each Fi is closed under a composition of functions. 
Note that concerning the participation measures (selfduality property), it is evi-
dent that for any participation measure m and f £ F, also f(m) is a participation 
measure if and only if f(x) 4- / ( l — x) = 1 for all £ G [0,1], i. e., if / commutes with 
the negation n(x) = 1 — x. 
2. PRESERVATION OF SUBADDITIVITY, SUPERADDITIVITY, 
SUBMODULARITY AND SUPERMODULARITY 
The following characterization of distortion functions preserving the subadditivity 
and the superadditivity, respectively, is an immediate consequence of the definition 
of these properties of fuzzy measures. 
Proposition 1. The subadditivity (superadditivity) of fuzzy measures is preserved 
by subadditive (superadditive) distortion functions, i.e., 
Fx = {/ G F\f is subadditive} and F2 = {/ G F\f is superadditive}. 
Denote by /* = l{i} the weakest element of F , by /* = l]0,i] the strongest 
element of F and by id the identity on [0,1]. Then Fx fl F2 = id, /* G F2 and 
/* G Fi. All these functions are vertices in the convex sets Fi and F2 , respectively. 
Now, we turn our attention to the distortion functions from F3 and F4 . First we 
summarize some equivalent definitions of a convex function from F . 
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Lemma 2. The following are equivalent for a non-decreasing function 
/ : [0 ,1 ] ->[0 ,1 ] : 
(i) / is convex, 
(ii) Vx, y, A e [0,1] : f(Xx + (1 - X)y) < Xf(x) + (1 - A)/(y), 
(iii) Vx, y G [0,1] : / ( ^ ) < W+fM (Jensen's inequality), 
(iv) Vx, y,e G [0,1], x < y,x + e, y + e G [0,1] : / ( x + e) - / (x) < / (y + e) - / (y) . 
Prom properties of a supermodular fuzzy measure we immediately have the next 
result. 
Lemma 3. A non-decreasing function / G F preserves the supermodularity of 
fuzzy measures if and only if 
Va, 6, c, de [ 0 , l ] , a< b < c < d,a +d>b + c => f(a) + f(d) > f(b) + f(c). 
Now we are able to characterize supermodularity preserving functions more precisely. 
Theorem 1. A non-decreasing function / : [0,1] -> [0,1], /(0) = 0 , / ( l ) = 1 
preserves the supermodularity of fuzzy measures if and only if / is convex, i.e., 
P4 = {/ G F\f is convex}. 
P r o o f . 
1. Let / be supermodular preserving function. In Lemma 3, put b = c = ^-^, 
0 < a < d. Then f(a) + f(d) > f(*±d) + f(«±d), i.e., f(^) < ZI«1±ZM and 
due to Lemma 2 (Jensen's inequality), / is convex. 
2. Let for some a, 6, c, d G [0,1], a < b < c < d and a + d > 6 + c w e have 
f(a) + f(d) < f(b) + f(c). Put d* = b + c - a < d. Then for e = b - a it holds 
that d* - c = £, a + d* = 6 + c, / (a) + /(cf) < / (a) + /(d) < f(b) + f(c) and 
hence f(c + e) — f(c) < f(a + e) — / (a) violating (iv) of Lemma 2, and then / 
cannot be convex. • 
Consequently we have the characterization of submodularity preserving functions. 
Corollary 1. A function / : [0,1] —> [0,1], which is non-decreasing, /(0) = 0, 
/ ( l ) = 1, preserves the submodularity if and only if / is concave, i.e., F% = {/ G 
F\f is concave}. 
P r o o f . The result follows from the fact that / preserves submodularity of fuzzy 
measures if and only if its dual function/0* : [0,1] —r [0,1] given by fd = 1 — / ( l — x) 
preserves the supermodularity. However, the convexity of fd is equivalent to the 
concavity of / . 
Note that the convex class F4 of distortion functions can be characterized by 
its vertices which are /* and for a G [0,1[, fa G F, fa(x) = max(0, f5f )• By 
duality the convex class F3 is characterized by its vertices /* and ga G F, a G [0,1[, 
^a(x) = m i n ( l , r ^ ) . • 
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3. PRESERVATION OF BELIEF, PLAUSIBILITY, POSSIBILITY AND 
NECESSITY MEASURES 
It is well-known that the product of belief measures on P(X) is again a belief mea-
sure, see e.g. [5]. Therefore, pn G F given by pn(x) = x
n,n G N preserve belief 
fuzzy measures, i.e., pn G F5. Moreover, as far as F5 is a convex class, also each 
polynomial p = YL2=i a*-°" € F, ai e [0,1], YA=I Gi = 1, is a member of F 5 . Further, 
due to the closedness of F5, also each infinite Taylor series p = Y^=i anPn € F, 
an G [0,1], ]C^Li ttn = 1, is contained in F5. We conjecture that continuous mem-
bers of F5 form the convex hull of {pn\n G iV}, i.e., that each continuous belief 
preserving distortion function is a Taylor series (finite or infinite) with non-negative 
coefficients. 
Theorem 2. Let / : [0,1] -> [0,1], /(0) = 0, / ( l ) = 1 be a non-decreasing 
function having all derivatives on ]0,1[. If function / preserves belief, then for all 
k G TV it holds f{k)(x) > 0 for all x G]0,1[. 
P r o o f . Suppose that there exist k € N and x0 G [0,1] such that f(
k)(x0) < 0. 
We will prove the existence of fuzzy measure m, for which f(m) is not belief. 
Since kth derivative of / is continuous, there exist an interval ]a, b[ such that 
£0 €]a,b[ and f(k)(x) < 0 for all x €]a,b[. We can choose rational numbers x\,x2 
such that x0 < xi < X2 <b. Due to [6] it holds 
hAk(x\) < 0 for arbitrary positive step h with kh + x\ < b. (1) 
We notice that 
'--?(*)=è(-i)*-*(î )/(*!+-л) 
is fcth difference of / in X\ with the step h. 
Let h = X2~^Xl, than x\,X2,h are rational numbers and we can express them by 
quotients with joint denominator xi = ^,X2 = ^,h = ^. 
Let X = { l ,2 , . . . ,g } 'andm : P(X) -r [0,1] , m(A) = 1£1 for all A G P(X), m 
is obviously belief fuzzy measure. In order to composed set function /x = f(m) be 
belief, it must fulfill the condition (5) in Definition 2. 
Let 
A = { l , 2 , . . . , p + fcs}, 
Ax = _ 4 - { l , 2 , . . . , s } , 
A2 = - 4 - { s + l , . . . , 2 s } , 
Ak = Л - {(fc-l)в+ !,...,fcв}. 
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Obviously (J*=1 At = A, »(A) = f(m(A)) = f ( f ) = / ( ^ ) = f(Xl +kh). 
rtAi) = f(m(Ai)) = f ( M i l ) = / ( P + ( f c q "
1 ) j ) = /(xi + ( * - 1)*), i € {1,2,.. . , * } , 
KAi n „,) = / (i^l__) = / (^±fc__) _ / (XI + (fc _ 2),), ,- < j , 
i,j e {1,2, ...,k], and finally 
\ 
џ П ^ =/ 
/ l * 
nn-4< 
І=l 
\ í = l 9 
V / 
Condition (5) in Definition 2 for our sets A\,...,Ak G F(X) has the form 
/ (x i+fc / i ) - fc j (_ i + ^ 
that is ^A^(xi) > 0 contradicting (1). 
Based on generalized differences and the generalized Euler's formula, also the 
sufficiency of non-negativity of all derivatives on ]0,1[ of a function / G F4 to preserve 
belief fuzzy measures was recently shown in [2]. Moreover, the non-existence of some 
derivative f(h) in some point x G]0,1[ excludes / from F 5 . Summarizing all above 
results, we have the next characterization of F5 . 
Theo rem 3. A function / G F preserves belief if and only if it has all derivatives 
on ]0,1[ which are non-negative and / < id, i.e., 
Fb = {f e F\f < id and f
{h)(x) > 0 for all k G N,x G]0,1[}. 
Denote the convex hull of {pn |n G N} by CF5 (conjecturing the coincidence of 
continuous elements of F 5 with elements of CF5) . Observe also that /* (z F^. 
Lemma 4. /* and pn, n G N are the vertices of F 5 . 
For /*, the claim is evident. For a given n E N, suppose that pn = Xf + (1 — X)g 
for some A G]0,1[, f,g G F 5 . Then p
{k) = Xf^k) + (1 - \)gW = 0 for all k > n 
(on ]0,1[), and thus due to Theorem 2 also / w = g(k) = 0 on ]0,1[ for all k > n. 
Hence / = J2?=\ a%x% a n d g = J27=i ^iX% o n ]0> *[ w ^ ai ^ 0,6j > 0, Y^=\ a - < 1> 
Zir=i k- — 1- However, then 
0 = Aai + (1 - A)6i 
0 = Aan_i + (1 - A)6n_i 
1 = Aan + (1 - A)6n, 
-• e., / = g = p n . Therefore pn is a vertex of F 5 . 
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Lemma 5. Each non-continuous element / G F5 , / ^ /*, is a convex combination 
of /* and a continuous element g G F5 . 
P r o o f . Due to Theorem 3, the continuity of all distortion function / G F5 on 
[0,1[ is granted. The non-continuity of / means that /(1~) = A < 1 and from / ^ /* 
we conclude A > 0. Put g = \(f -V (1 - A)/*). Then g is continuous on [0,1], 
gW — \f^k) > 0 for all k G N on ]0,1[, and moreover g < id. Thus g is a continuous 
member of F5 and / = \g + (1 - A)/*. • 
It is evident that the convex hull of {/*,pn|rc £ N} is a subset of F5 . Due to the 
above lemmas, we conjecture the equality of these two convex sets. 
Example . The following continuous functions belong to CF5: 
r / x a
x - 1 r ln(l - ax) 1rt ._ / (x) = - , a e l,oo ; f(x) = - i - ^ o GO, 1 . 
a — 1 1n(l — a) 
By duality, we obtain the characterization of F6 . 
Corollary 2. A function f € F preserves plausibility if and only if it has all 
derivatives on ]0,1[ which are alternating, and / > id, i.e., 
F6 = {/ G F\f > id, (~l)
kfw(x) < 0 for all k G AT,x G]0,1[}. 
Characterization of classes F7 and F8 preserving the possibility measures and the 
necessity measures, respectively, is straightforward from the definition. 
Proposition 2. Each distortion function preserves both possibility measures and 
necessity measures, i.e., F7 = Fg = F . 
Observe that each possibility measure m on P(X) is induced by a fuzzy subset <p : 
X —> [0,1] (possibility distribution) with non-empty kernel kei(ip) = {x G X\(p(x) = 
1}. Then /*(ra) is induced by the possibility distribution ip* = lker(tp)> while f*(m) is 
induced by <p* = lsupp^), where the support supp(<£>) = {x G X\ip(x) > 0}. Similar 
observations are valid also for the necessity measures. 
4. CONCLUSION 
We have discussed and characterized distortion function preserving distinguished 
classes of fuzzy measures. Especially important seems to be the characterization of 
function preserving the belief measures. Moreover, here we conjecture that these 
functions are exactly the elements of the convex hull of {/*,pn|rc £ N}. We expect 
similar results for k-ary aggregation operators preserving the above discussed classes 
of fuzzy measures. For example in the case of belief measures, the crucial role of 
polynomials x"1 . . .x£fc, m G N U {0}, Yli=i ni > °> i s expected. 
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